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The National Pro Bono Resource Centres (the 
Centre) is an independent, non-profit organisa
tion committed to supporting and promoting pro 
bono legal services in Australia. It was established 
in 2002 and is supported by the Commonwealth, 
State and Territory Attorneys-General Depart
ments and the Faculty of Law at the University of 
New South Wales.

Key objectives of the Centre include:
• promoting pro bono work throughout the legal 

profession, community organisations and the 
general public,

• providing practical assistance and support to 
existing and potential pro bono service providers, 
and

• making available information and resources to 
promote and support pro bono,

The Centre has adopted the following principles in 
relation to pro bono services:
• Pro bono should operate to complement and not 

be a substitute for properly funded government 
funded legal services.

• The planning, design and provision of pro bono 
services should be determined by reference to the 
needs of socially and/or economically disadvan
taged people.

• Pro bono work should always be done to the same 
standards of attention, priority and professional 
performance as fee-paying work.

• Pro bono practice is a voluntary activity.
• Government has a vital role in encouraging, 

supporting and facilitating pro bono initiatives.

CONCERNS OF NORTHERN TERRITORY 
LAWYERS
The Centre has commenced work on a national 
survey of the legal profession, seeking information 
on lawyers' pro bono output, and barriers to pro 
bono service delivery.

Results from a recent survey conducted by the Law 
Society Northern Territory (LSNT) of Territory 
lawyers suggests that the bulk of NT private lawyers'
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pro bono output involves casework and litigation. 
Survey responses raised several issues regarding pro 
bono litigation.

The Centre is aware that some of the commonly-cited 
problems with regard to pro bono litigation include 
the uncertainty as to its size and scope, the risks of 
prohibitively lengthy and expensive litigation and 
often the request for assistance is made at the 11th 
hour.

The Centre, NT legal service providers and the legal 
profession will have the opportunity to workshop 
some of these issues, and others, at the upcoming Pro 
Bono and Legal Services Conference being held by 
the LSNT in Darwin on 16-17 November.

Some of the issues and concerns articulated in the NT 
survey results are faced by lawyers in every7 jurisdic
tion. While there may not be simple answers to these 
issues, there are some systems or initiatives in other 
jurisdictions which may be instructive or useful to 
the Northern Territory. This article discusses some 
of those concerns, and where possible, points to 
information, and measures which could be pursued 
to assist in easing some of the burden on those 
undertaking pro bono representation.

Guidance on many of these issues is available from 
Centre resources, in particular Centre’s Australian 
Pro Bono Manual: A Practice Guide and Resource 
Kit for law firms (the Pro Bono Manual). All of the 
Centre's publications and resources are available 
online, for free, from the Centre's website at http:// 
www .nationalprobono.org, au /

SYSTEMS TO ASSESS AND OVERCOME/ 
MANAGE CONFLICTS ISSUES.
Conflicts may be legal conflicts, indirect or "commer
cial" conflicts, or conflicts of the non-legal or 
non-commercial variety where the matter is viewed 
as being prohibitively controversial.

Clearly, direct conflicts prohibit a firm from acting 
in a matter - and no unique procedure or policy is 
required. Commercial conflicts are sometimes used 
to express the reason for an unwillingness to act 
because of concerns that existing or potential clients
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will question a firm's allegiances.

Some suggestions for lawyers to address, or over
come commercial conflict barriers include:
• Contacting existing client to discuss the matter 

with a view to seeking that client’s consent to 
take on the pro bono matter.

• Provide general advice, or undertake research on 
the areas of law the matter raises, without actu
ally talcing on the client.

• Undertake to place the referral of the pro bono 
matter elsewhere.

Further suggestions are outlined in the Pro Bono 
Manual at http ://www.nationalprobono,org.au/prob 
onomanu al/P roBono_Man ual _ 02 ,h tm #4.

In NSW, the Legal Aid Commission is currently 
w orking on the adoption of a Statement of Principles 
and amendment to the legal professional conduct 
rules which would clarify that a duty of disclosure 
does not arise for a lawyer who has given a member 
of the public a one-off advice-only service. It is 
hoped that this will go some way to overcome the 
onerous conflict rules which effectively rule out 
legal aid assistance for many people.

The Centre has also been advocating for the adop
tion and implementation of a Conflicts Protocol by 
governments and government agencies. The Protocol 
is aimed to address an acknowledged barrier to pro 
bono service delivery: that private lawyers and firms 
are sometimes reluctant to act pro bono in matters 
against government because of a perception that this 
will prejudice them in securing or retaining govern
ment work. For information about the Protocol, see 
http://esvc000464.wic006u.server-web.com/publi-
cations/conflicts/protocol .pdf

REIMBURSEMENT OF COSTS IN PRO 
BONO CASE WORK
Legislation generally prescribes the infonuation that 
lawyers are required to disclose to their clients about 
the way lawyers charge their costs or charges, and 
the timing and manner of the disclosure, as well as 
the rights clients have in relation to those costs.

Costs agreements in litigious pro bono matters should 
be drafted to reflect the parties' agreement that:
• neither professional costs nor expenses will be 

charged or recovered,
• only expenses will be charged and recovered, or
• professional costs and expenses (either at full 

or reduced rates) will be charged and recovered 
from the opposing party in the event the pro bono 
client is successful (pursuant to a conditional 
costs agreement).

This type of solicitor-client agreement is similar to a

"no win no fee" agreement. Perhaps the key differ
ence between the two is that in a pro bono matter 
the solicitor enters into the solicitor-client agreement 
with no commercial expectation of a fee.

The Centre notes that firms should consider the bene
fits of allocating monies received from successful 
pro bono litigation to their firm's pro bono budgets 
and/or specifically meeting disbursements in other 
pro bono cases or donating the monies recovered to 
a charity so as to remove any doubt about the matter 
being conducted on a pro bono rather than a no win, 
no fee basis.

A recent decision of the NSW Court of Appeal in the 
long running matter of Wentworth v Rogers1 seems 
to endorse the position that the indemnity principle 
does not abrogate the effective use of such agree
ments to underpin a costs order in favour of the party 
who has been acted for 'pro bono' and to recover 
costs from the client.

The Pro Bono Manual discusses costs and costs 
recovery in detail, and includes sample cost agree
ments for adaption. See http://www.nationalprobono. 
org.au/probonomanual/index.htm.

THE RISK OF PERSONAL COST ORDERS 
FROM THE COURT
The Court has inherent jurisdiction to make costs 
orders. However, in some jurisdictions, recent legis
lative refonns have imposed an "added" liability for 
personal costs orders where the provision of legal 
services or lodgment of court documentation without 
reasonable prospects of success may constitute 
professional misconduct.2

The Centre, and the Committee of a recent Common
wealth Senate Inquiry are of the view that these 
provisions may act as a disincentive for lawyers to 
take a matter on pro bono.3

However, despite their implementation, it appears 
that tire Courts have been circumspect in applying 
these provisions, and in many cases the Court has 
explicitly congratulated the the pro bono support 
given to indigent litigants, as well as commented on 
the contribution pro bono assistance makes to the 
administration of justice.

COURT TREATMENT OF PRO BONO 
CASES, PARTICULARLY LITIGATION, AND 
WHETHER THEY ARE TREATED IN THE 
SAME MANNER AS LEGAL AID CASES
Some jurisdictions have costs indemnity provisions 
that apply, with certain exceptions, to people granted 
legal aid.4 There may be circumstances where a 
potential pro bono client may be able to benefit from 
this indemnity, and lawyers should investigate the

Continued page 10...
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relevant rules.

Some rules of court specifically allow for an exemp
tion or waiver of court filing fees for pro bono matters. 
The cost of filing fees has also been identified by 
some as a constraint on providing pro bono litigation 
services. The Public Interest Law Clearing House 
schemes in Victoria, Queensland and New South 
Wales have each produced fee waiver and exemption 
guides for their respective state courts and tribunals, 
as well as federal courts and tribunals. The resources 
have been developed to assist pro bono lawyers 
identify fee exemption and waiver provisions and 
access the relevant application fonns.5 Some of 
this information would be useful to NT practitioners 
practising in federal law. The LSNT or government 
support to produce a NT fee waiver guide may be a 
useful initiative.

There may also be scope in representatives of the 
profession seeking a meeting with the Court - by 
way of a "court-users forum". In this way, the Court 
could be given the opportunity to be better apprised 
of the particular issues facing pro bono practitioners 
and their clients. And while clearly the Court can 
not, and should not, afford pro bono practitioners 
substantive latitude, there may be some way to afford 
pro bono lawyers greater procedural flexibility.

THE INVOLVEMENT OF GOVERNMENT 
DEPARTMENTS AND LAWYERS IN PRO 
BONO ACTIVITIES
The Centre has published an information paper on 
Government Lawyers and Pro Bono - available at 
http://www.nationalprobono.org.au/documents/
NPBRCGovtlawyerspaper.doc.

The Paper outlines and addresses the barriers to 
government lawyer pro bono (for example, conflicts, 
use of government resources issues) as well as 
opportunities for the development and enhancement 
of government agency pro bono (for example, partic
ipation pro bono clinics, developing and resourcing 
agency-run programs, volunteering at Community 
Legal Centres and Indigenous legal organisations)

The introduction of mechanisms for better co-opera
tion on pro bono casework, including a register of 
barristers and solicitors

Better cooperation and coordination of available pro 
bono services assists both pro bono practitioners 
and people seeking pro bono assistance. There are 
a number of mechanisms or structures that facilitate 
pro bono co-operation. These include the formation 
of pro bono committees under the auspice of lawyers’

professional associations, as well as formal pro bono 
referral schemes, or the publication of pro bono 
guides. There is also scope for better coordination of 
pro bono work between professionals - for example, 
a register of experts such as doctors, or engineers, for 
expert reports.

The Centre recently published a guide to the formal 
pro bono referral schemes across Australia.6 This 
guide may assist those States and Territories, such 
as the Northern Territory, that do not currently have 
formal pro bono schemes. The clear advantage of 
these schemes is that both the profession, and people 
seeking assistance, have a "one-stop" shop to facili
tate more effective and efficient pro bono intakes and 
referrals.

In NSW, the Centre is working with a number of law 
linns with pro bono programs to provide information 
about firms’ pro bono programs for the exclusive 
use Community Legal Centres, Indigenous legal 
organisations and legal aid workers to facilitate more 
efficient and effective referrals.

There is always scope for better cross-sectoral coop
eration. Cross-sector cooperation involving publicly 
funded service providers, government lawyers, the 
courts and the private profession has clear benefits. 
This includes a better use of resources, as well as 
avoiding unnecessary duplications and greater effec
tiveness and efficiencies in service delivery.

Cooperative projects such as the Cooperative Legal 
Service Delivery (CLSD) program in regional NSWT 
is one such example. The CLSD adopts a regional 
approach to planning, coordinating and delivering 
services to marginalised and disadvantaged people in 
NSW. CLSD's regional coalitions include all levels 
of service provision, including legal aid, Community 
Legal Centre, financial counselors, courts (Local and 
Federal) and pro bono providers. It is now being 
rolled out in regional NSW.

Collaborative solutions also have a cost benefit 
beyond economic savings. When people before the 
courts have assistance with both the procedural and 
substantive parts of their problems, the benefits are 
not just economic: while there are inevitably finan
cial cost savings from not having self-represented 
litigants take up expensive court time and resources 
(and costs for the other part}? in litigation), there are 
also flow on savings when citizens have faith in the 
legal system. That is, there are the benefits of the 
‘avoided’ costs of having people call on other parts 
of government for assistance when their legal prob-
Continued next page...
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By David Hilliard, Pro Bono Director, Clayton Utz

In December 2006, the National Pro Bono 
Resource Centre is expected to announce an aspi- 
rational pro bono target of 35 hours of pro bono 
work per Australian lawyer per year.

The principle aim of the target is to raise the profile 
across the profession of the obligation to conduct pro 
bono work. The target will provide a bench mark for 
the conduct of pro bono legal work. Importantly, 
the target confirms the shared professional responsi
bility of lawyers across Australia and in all types of 
practice to provide pro bono assistance.

The 35 hours aspirational target is the first time 
that the Australian legal profession has attempted 
to create a bench mark for the conduct of pro bono 
work. In many ways the aspirational pro bono target 
reflects the level of pro bono work already conducted 
by many lawyers in the Territory.

Although 35 hours represents a significant contribu
tion, it is difficult to argue that such a contribution is 
an onerous one. 35 hours of community legal work 
each year equate to less than 9 minutes per day.

It can be anticipated that many Territory lawyers will 
share the attitudes towards pro bono of their Queens
land counterparts, which were recently revealed in a 
survey of Queensland Law7 Society members. Those
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lems escalate into other social problems sometimes 
requiring welfare assistance. Early intervention and 
preventative justice is far less costly.

It is hoped that the upcoming conference in Darwin 
will be able to explore these and other measures.
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probono.org.au/publications/legalrguide/index.hhnl

6. http://www.nationalprobono.org.au/documents/ReferralS- 
chemeshistoryreportlinal.pdf

survey results confirm the philosophy behind the 
NPBRC's aspirational pro bono target, namely that 
lawyers recognise that pro bono work is an inherent 
professional responsibility of being admitted to legal 
practice.

According to the Queensland figures:
• 79 percent of those surveyed had performed pro 

bono work during the previous 12 months;
• At least 44 percent would have met a target of 35 

pro bono hours;
• The top two reasons provided for why lawyers 

in Queensland conducted pro bono work were 
"to help the disadvantaged" and "professional 
responsibility";

• The majority of lawyers (58 percent) supported 
an aspirational target. They also sought greater 
recognition and encouragement of pro bono work 
by their firms and by the profession’s institutional 
leadership, namely the Law Society.

The November 16-17 conference in Darwin organ
ised by the Law Society Northern Territory provides 
the best opportunity for members of the Territory 
profession to discuss the role of pro bono legal serv
ices. It is anticipated that the results of the recent 
survey of Territory practitioners will be presented at 
the conference. It is highly desirable that members 
of the private profession attend and are involved 
m discussions about this important component of 
professional practice.

It may be that one immediate way of assisting 
members of the community who are unable to obtain 
legal aid and who cannot afford private representa
tion to access those lawyers who wish to provide 
more pro bono assistance, is for the Law Society 
to establish a pro bono clearing house. These sorts 
of clearing houses exist in various fomis in most 
Australian jurisdictions. They provide an extremely 
useful way of helping those in need connect with 
those willing to provide assistance.

David Hillard is the Clayton Utz Pro Bono Partner, 
and Alix Cameron is the Pro Bono Coordinator at 
Clayton Utz Darwin. Details of the National Pro 
Bono Resource Centre aspirational pro bono target 
and the Queensland Law Society member survey can 
be found at www.nationalprobono.org.au
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